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Suggested title: Relocate Global celebrates excellence in the leadership of people and delivery of 
mobility services 
 
The winners of global mobility's biggest accolades, Think Global People and Relocate Awards 2023, 
were announced on Thursday 8th May, at The Innovation Festival for Global Working, in the 
glorious countryside setting of Lamberhurst, Kent, UK.  

Think Global People and Relocate Awards brought together many elements of the tight-knit, fast-
expanding international community of global mobility, relocation, international management and 
business travel expertise, in an upbeat festival-style gathering that successfully inspired, connected 
and celebrated people working in the global mobility sector. 

Capturing the spirit of innovation  

The 2023 Awards took innovation as the over-arching theme with the aim of highlighting 
excellence across a range of global people management and mobility areas. This year’s awards 
provided the framework for organisations of all sizes to demonstrate exciting and novel approaches 
contributing to best practices and tailored, best-fit solutions to management and mobility issues. 

BBC broadcast and BAFTA-nominated journalist, Jayne Constantinis, hosted the awards ceremony, 
alongside Fiona Murchie, founder of Kent-based company Relocate Global.  

“I’m delighted to host this awards ceremony,” said Jayne Constantinis. “The Relocate Awards are 
renowned for innovation and pushing the boundaries. The winners and highly commended entrants 
are doing just that.”  

Celebrating excellence in international management and talent mobility 

The judges were particularly impressed with the combination of technology and people-centred 
support which showed how well mobility services can provide fast and cost-effective solutions, 
within the safety net of human backup ensuring both reassurance and a personal, tailored service.  
 
They felt it was rewarding to see the focus on managing mobility successfully set against the 
backdrop of Ukraine and other global crises and also to see the amazing leadership entries that 
demonstrated just how well our relocation community enacts global mobility. 

mailto:islay@islayohara.co.uk
mailto:Fiona@relocatemagazine.com
https://thinkglobalpeople.com/events/the-innovation-festival-for-global-working-2023/
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The judges welcomed the focus on environmental, social and governance issues and the emphasis 
on diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives. 
 
Leading the field and breaking boundaries  

Widely regarded as among the most coveted in the relocation and global mobility sphere, the Think 
Global People and Relocate Awards cover every aspect of the global mobility supply chain: from HR 
and global mobility policy and procedure, international leadership, technology and analytics, 
immigration and taxation, finance and banking, business travel, education and schools, removals, 
partner and family support, health and wellbeing, serviced apartments, to residential and 
commercial property. 

“People are at the heart of our sector”, said Relocate Global’s managing editor, Fiona Murchie,  “As 
well as striving for and achieving excellence, all our award winners are truly making a difference in 
people’s lives. We are so proud to be able to honour every one of them.”  

The Think Global People and Relocate Awards Supplement 2023 shares details and examples from 
the winning international leadership and mobility management entries. The examples given 
demonstrate both best practice that would be worthy of benchmarking with examples of best fit, 
tailored solutions which were exceptionally effective in practice. 

The awards ceremony took place at the conclusion of the Innovation Festival for Global Working, 
where NASA astronaut Tony Antonelli was the headline attraction in a full day of events and 
activities which included a panel discussion, workshops and ‘innovation hubs’, where business 
leaders engaged with their peers, to explore how the ground-breaking, cutting-edge technology at 
the forefront of space science can be used to turbo-charge their own sectors, boost growth and 
productivity, and radically shape innovation. 

- Ends – 
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Award Winners 2023 
 
1. Excellence in global mobility, global policy design or implementation 
Winner: Mauve Group 
 
2. Destination services provider of the year – local/global  
Winner: Icon Relocation 
Highly Commended: IKAN Relocation Services India 
 
3. Best serviced apartment provider – local/global 
Winner: Synergy  
Highly Commended:  
3Sixty   
Situ 

4. Excellence in technology or analytics 
Winner: ReloQuest, Inc. 
Highly Commended: Work From Anywhere  
 
5. Excellence in talent development, deployment, diversity and inclusion 
Winner: Synergy  
 
6. Excellence in education – schools or education consultancy 
Winner: The International School of Kuala Lumpur 

 
7. Best research contribution or book 
Winner: Santa Fe Relocation 
 
8. Excellence in Environmental, Social and Governance Initiatives 
Winner: Synergy  
HC: IKAN Relocation Services India 
 
9. Excellence in global leadership and innovation 
Winner: BiCortex Languages 
 
 

https://mauvegroup.com/
https://www.iconrelocation.com/
http://ikan.com/
https://www.synergyhousing.com/
https://www.stay3sixty.com/
https://www.staysitu.com/
https://reloquest.com/
https://wfa.team/
https://www.synergyhousing.com/#/
https://www.iskl.edu.my/
https://www.santaferelo.com/en
https://www.synergyhousing.com/#/
http://ikan.com/
https://bicortexlanguages.com/
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A big 'Thank you' to Relocate and Think Global Award sponsors 
3Sixty 
KPMG 
TASIS   

And to our supporters  
The International School of London   
Synergy 
British Swiss Chamber of Commerce 
FOCUS  

 

Notes to editors  
 
Photographs: Photos will be available of the awards ceremony. For more information and 
interviews, please contact the Relocate Global team on 01892 891334 or email 
fiona@relocatemagazine.com  mobile +44 (0)7836504483 
 
 
About Relocate Global https://www.relocateglobal.com/ 
Relocate Global is the leading, independent, multimedia publisher for the international leadership 
and global mobility market, bringing together international business leaders and global mobility 
experts involved in growing internationaI markets and operations overseas. 
 
 
 
Initiatives from Relocate Global include:  
 
Relocate & Think Global People Awards Established for 16 years and the first in the sector, these 
awards are widely respected for their independence and prestige. 
 
Think Women is a global community designed to support women in professional careers working in 
an international environment. https://thinkglobalpeople.com/ 

https://www.stay3sixty.com/
https://kpmg.com/xx/en/home.html
https://www.tasisengland.org/
https://www.isllondon.org/
https://www.synergyhousing.com/#/
https://bscc.co.uk/
https://www.focus-info.org/
mailto:fiona@relocatemagazine.com
https://www.relocateglobal.com/
https://thinkglobalpeople.com/

